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Atlas Quest Introduces New Letterboxing Trip Planner

Need to break up the mandatory road trips to visit family for the holiday season? Then letterbox
along the way with help from the trip planner at Atlas Quest, the revolutionary new letterboxing
tool allowing letterboxers to search for letterbox clues along major routes throughout the
United States

(PRWEB) December 2, 2004 -- The new Atlas Quest trip planner supports more than 30,000 miles of the
Interstate Highway System across 48 states in addition to other notable routes such as the Appalachian Trail and
Route 66. Â�WeÂ�re always looking for new ways to help letterboxers sort through the thousands of clues
available,Â� says Ryan Carpenter, the founder and principle designer of Atlas Quest. Â�Previous search
technologies lacked the ability to list clues along stretches of major roads and interstates. Wewanted to fix that
problem, and we did.Â�

Upon learning about the new trip planner, a letterboxer from Georgia using the trail name Amyrica, remarked,
Â�I put in a lot of work this week plotting our trip and potential letterboxes. The trip planner will save me lots
of time in the future.Â�

Mr. Carpenter agreed, and continued by saying, Â�This new trip planner will save time for letterboxers
everywhere. Letterboxing is a fast-growing and evolving hobby, and Atlas Quest and the new trip planner is
here to help users keep up with all these changes.Â�

Letterboxing started 150 years ago in a remote part of Dartmoor in southwestern England, evolving into a
treasure hunt type game with often cryptic clues leading to letterboxes planted in special and unusual places.
The hobby crossed the Atlantic in April of 1998 to the shores of America where letterboxing exploded in
popularity with over 10,000 letterboxes now planted in the United States and a growing number showing up in
countries around the world.

Atlas Quest, launched in June of 2004 to help sort through the bewildering number of letterbox clues, has
become a leading provider of advanced letterbox searches. With thousands of letterbox clues listed and
supporting countries from Albania to Zimbabwe, Atlas Quest has established itself as a leading letterbox
authority. For more information, visit http://www.atlasquest.com.
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Contact Information
Ryan Carpenter
http://www.atlasquest.com/
206-937-3898

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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